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By JIM BREWER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Student Council yesterday finally gave ASS President Jerry Spotter the right to continue making
executive appointments. But it took
one and a half hours of stormy
debate, a severe verbal lashing
by an observer and the presentato
No. 17 tion of a "mystery letter"
slowly convince the pertinacious
council.
The council had failed to approve Spotter’s appointment of
Ken Lane, presidential executive
assistant, to the Financial Advisory
Board at last week’s meeting. The
majority contended that Lane was
already too involved in ASB government and that a "student -at large" should be appointed.
John Bruckman, ASS treasurer,
initially objected to the appointment, explaining that Dr. Harold
De Bey, Academic Council chairman, had said earlier that the
faculty group favored a student
on the board who was not already
involved in ASB government.
The council had requested the
president to hold additional interviews for the board appointment
and to report on them at yesterday’s meeting.
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ASB Plans Full Day
For Guests Saturday
An estimated 5,000 parents will
descend on campus Saturday for
the fourth annual SJS Parents’
Day sponsored by the Associated
Students.
A full program of activities has
been planned for the visitors. The
program will get off to an early
start on Friday at 8:15 p.m. when
the Oakland Symphony Concert
will present a concert at Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
Registration and informal campus tours will be held from 9:30
to 11 a.m. Saturday. A general
assembly in the Men’s Gymnasium
Will be held from 11 until noon,
with Dr. Robert D. Clark, president of San Jose State College,
and Jerry Spotter, Associated Student Body president, as featured
speakers.
LUNCHEON OFFERED
A picnic luncheon for students
and faculty will be offered at the
barbecue pits near the Women’s
Gym from noon until 2 p.m.
Entertainment during the barbecue will be provided by three
groups. The Storytellers, a drama
class under the direction of Dr.
Courtanay Brooks, will feature a
30-minute performance ranging
from American folk work to
French drama.
The music department will present a jazz combo, and the P.E.
Department will entertain parents
with a three-man gymnastics
team.
PRESIDENTS RECEPTION
A president’s reception is slated
for the Art Quad from 2:15 to
3:15 p.m. During this time, models
of toe proposed College Union and
the 12-story residence hall will be
on display.
A barbecue dinner will be held

from 5:30 to 7 p.m. at the barbecue pits near the Women’s Gym.
From there, parents will travel
to Spartan Stadium for a pregame show and the 8 p.m. game
between SJS and San Diego State
College.
Many campus groups will help
In the day-long program, including Black Masque, Circle K, Blue
Key, Angel Flight, Spartan Spears,
Spartan Shields and Interfraternity Council (IFC).
Twenty student groups will have
day-long booths set up on on
Seventh Street as part of the day’s
program.

’ISSUE OF PRINCIPLE’
"The council’s decision is, in
effect, taking the power of appointment away from the president,"
Spotter told the Daily last week.
At that time he explained he
would resubmit Lane’s name for
appointment at yesterday’s council
meeting. "The constitution has
fully explained the procedure for
executive appointments," he continued, "and it’s the principle with

Tower List Needs
Student Response
For Fair Rating
"Fall student participation is absolutely necessary to create a comprehensive, accurate and f air
Tower List," said Alan Neerenberg, president of Tau Delta Phi.
Booths have been set up on
Seventh Street and in front of
Spartan Bookstore to distribute
rating questionnaires and IBM
cards to the student body.
Students who took courses in
fall 1965 or spring 1966 may obtain
the packet of 5 to 10 evaluation
cards, which must be returned to
the booths by 3 p.m. Friday, Oct.
21.
Students returning packets will
receive publicity buttons, good for
a 25-cent discount on the spring
Tower List.

Froth Elections
Photo by Vir,e Steno
JUST THREE OF 300 children who presently
reside in Spartan City and face future eviction.
Under the SJS master plan, six of the 10 buildings on the Seventh Street location will be de -

By a vote of 7-6-0, Student
Council yesterday deleted the flag
salute from its rules of procedure
and substituted a moment of
silence.
The resolution, introduced last
spring by graduate representative
Dick Miner, was passed out of the
Campus Policy Committee with
recommendation.
ice Committee and enjoys skiing, a favorable
The long debated question of
dancing, swimming, and public
to the Associated
speaking. The 22-year-old senior sending delegates
Student Governments of the USA
from Oakland is a math major.
Kathy Imwalle, representing Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, is a
19-year-old psychology major from
San Jose. A former Miss SJS finalists, she likes traveling, skiing,
golfing. Miss Imwalle is affiliated
with Alpha Phi sorority and Young
Republicans.

CAMPUS ACTIVTTIES
Junior French major, Regina
Levitt, from San Jose, enjoys skiing, swimming, sewing and horseback riding. Her campus activities
include Spartan Spears, Recognition Committee, and Orientation
leader.
Kappa Kappa Gamma member
Linda Luscher is sponsored by Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity. A 20year-old sociology major from
Sacramento, Miss Luscher Is a
member of the Kaydettes and enjoys sailing, dancing and swimming.
Suzanne Seydel, a 20-year-old
senior speech major from Sacramento, represents the SJS Marching Band. She lists hobbies of skiing, tap and ballet dancing, tennis, and sewing.
Cynthia Whitted, sponsored by
Delta Upsilon fraternity, likes
tennis, piano, water skiing, and
camp counseling. A Gamma Phi
Bela sorority member, Miss Whitted majors in speech correction
and participates in Spartan Spears.
The I9-year-old sophomore is from
Escondido.

molished for the construction of the corporation
yards physical plant. The little cowboy is Ricky
Klemetson. His companions are Laurie Brie and
Ivan Marchello.

ASB Kills Flag Salute
For Moment of Silence

Queen Contest Names
Ten Top Candidates
Ten Homecoming Queen contestants received congratulatory
telegrams Tuesday night. The 10
were selected as semi-finalists
from a field of 25 hopefuls who
attended interviews and teas at
the beginning of the week.
A special student body election
will be held Oct. 19 and 20 to
select the five fairest for finalists.
Semi-finalists Pam Arlett, sponsored by Kappa Alpha Theta sorority, lists interests in photography, sewing, and greeting card
making. Miss Arlett, a 21-year-old
senior speech majo r, is from
Piedmont.
Lucy Belden, 18-year-old sophomore from Fremont, represents the
Catholic Women’s Center. A home
economics major, Miss Belden is
Interested in modeling, art, cooking and sewing.
MANY INTERESTS
Speech correction major Cynthia
Burkinshaw. numbers swimming,
bike riding, and secretarial work
among her interests. Miss Burkinshaw, a 20-year-old junior, and
SJS Song Girl from Pleasant Hill,
Is active in Kappa Alpha Theta
sorority and is sponsored by Delta
Sigma Phi fraternity.
Hilary Goldwater, 21 -year-old
1,..onior and SJS Song Girl, is a
member of Gamma Phi Beta. Sponsored by Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, Miss Goldwater, a native
of Las Vegas, Nev., is interested
in dancing, skiing and "peoplewatching."
Sponsored by Alpha Chi Omega
sorority, Rose Horman participates
on the A.W.S. Community Serv-

Council Approves
Lane’s Appointment

Homecoming
Revives 20’s
For Theme

Shades of Al Capone, the Keystone Kops, the Stutz Bearcat,
raccoon coats and straw hats will
return to SJS during the 1966
Homecoming Celebration. Saturday, Oct. 29 through Saturday,
Nov. 5.
Homecoming Chairman Bill Honey announced that annual festivities will revolve around a "Roarin’
Twenties" theme.
Students will vote for Homecoming Queen finalists on Thursday and Friday. Oct.. 20-21, and
for Homecoming Queen on Thursday and Friday, Oct. 27-28. The
Coronation Ball is set for Oct. 29
In the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds Pavilion.
The Homecoming ’66 Committee is currently planning other
"Roarin’ Twenties" activities for
Homecoming week, including a
bonfire rally and a grand marshal’s banquet.
The entire week will climax In
Spartan Stadium when the Spartan football squad tangles with the
University of Idaho Vandals at
1:30 p.m., Nov. S.

convention this year was passed
by council.
Council voted to send two students and one faculty adviser, despite a negative recommendation
from the External Policy Committee.
An allocation of $2,335 was
made to the College Union Program Board to cover costs for the
fall registration dance and the
Coronation Ball, to be held Oct. 28
at the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds Pavilion.
Council also allocated $5,923 to
the ASB Awards Board. Council
had allocated $1,000 last week for
ASB scholarships.
Graduate representative Phil
Whitten asked ASB Pres. Jerry
Spotter to send an apology to the
University of California, Berkeley,
concerning the Rally Committee
flyers for the SJS-Cal game.
The flyers called Call "the haven
for dope addicts, Commies and
homosexuals."
Gary Kleeman, chairman of the
Rally Committee, explained that
no malice had been meant, and
Spotter promised to write a letter
of apology.
Council adopted a resolution proposed by Spotter calling for the

’Wear White,’ Says
Rally Committee
Rooters at Saturday night’s San
Diego State football game in Spartan Stadium are requested either
to wear a white shirt to the game
or to bring something white to
wear during halftime card stunts.
Full cooperation is necessary if
the stunts are to he effective, emphasizes Karen Meadows of the
Rally C’ommittee.
The card stunts are a special
feature of Saturday’s Parents’
Day activities.

appropriation of funds and early
construction of low-rental housing
for married students. The resolution petitions the California State
College Student Presidents’ Association to appeal to the Board of
Trustees and the Legislature to
take this action.
Council also adopted a resolution to endorse Proposition 2 and
strongly urged all citizens to support the bond issue.
The meeting was adjourned at
8:45 p.m.

Students wishing to campaign
fa r Freshman Representative
must return petitions to the
College Union by 4 p.m. Friday,
Oct. 14. A mandatory orientation meeting for Fresh Representatives will be held at this
time.
The petitions must be signed
by 25 members of the Freshman Class before the Friday afternoon deadline.
The Freshman elections, originally scheduled for Oct. 19 and
20, have been rescheduled for
Oct. 25 and 26.
which I’m concerned; not merely
the fact that Ken was rejected."
When the motion was introduced
early in yesterday’s meeting, the
council discussed the "lack of publicity" that had been given for
the interviews. When finally the
first vote was taken for Lane’s
appointment, it failed, six to four
with three abstaining.
EXECUTIVE SESSION
Spolter then asked for an executive session to read a letter from
Dr. De Bey. He explained that
the letter involved "personalities"
and therefore he wanted the privacy of an executive session. Such

sessions are excluded to those not
on council, including the press.
The contents of the letter were
not available for the public but
immediately following the executive session, Phil Whitten, graduate representative, moved to reconsider the previous motion which
defeated Lane’s FAB appointment.
VERBAL LASHING
Discussion was re-launched with
the councilmen restating much of
the previous discussion.
Bob Pitcher, chairman of the
College Union Programs Board,
in attendance, told the council,
"I have been involved with student
government for four years and I
believe that this is the worst show
I have ever seen at a council
meeting. I challenge you councilmen to spend as much time recruiting members yourselves as
you do on petty discussion."
Almost immediately the council
moved to vote on the motion passing with 10 "yeas" confirming
Lane’s appointment to FAB. Spotter, after the favorable vote, slowly
sank into his chair and breathed
a sigh of relief.
"This appointment, because of
the principle involved, is a most
important victory for the right of
executive appointments," he said
later.

Cafeteria Manager
Expects Students
To Use Conveyor
"The sum of $60 is wasted every
day," Michael Dolan, manager of
the Spartan Cafeteria, pointed out
this week.
You are expected
to Bus your Dishes
to the Conveyor
Thank you
The above sign is posted in the
cafeteria, but students rarely observe it, Dolan charged. Consequently, additional help must be
employed, at a cost of $60 per day.
"We don’t mind cleaning up the
mess, but if each student helps,
the cafeteria appearance will be
improved," the manager said.
Such behavior is not confined
to students. The SJS faculty also
has been bashful about bussing.

Saturday Protest
It appears that Saturday’s visiting parents may get to see more
than they ever expected.
According to Phil Whitten, frequent spokesman for campus controversial issues, the Students for
a Democratic Society are planning
a draft protest demonstration and
by some coincidence it happens to
be on Parents’ Day. And the old
adage, "it’s a small world," appears to be an understatement
The demonstration will be held on
Seventh Street where, believe it
or not, the mothers and fathers,
etc., will be registering.

Outstanding Athletes Prefer
Colleges in Better Leagues
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the final
article in a throe-part series discussing the athletic independence of
SJS end the possibility of tho coital. competing in a league.
By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Athletes are the ones who determine how far a school will go
in athletics, and, in searching for
the possibility of joining a league,
the same situation exists at SJS.
SJS has been fortunate to have
reasonably successful seasons in
such sports as track, when the recruiting program has been noticeably small in nature, compared to
that of other major colleges and
Universities.
The major reason for the success
in track has been prestige. SJS
is, without, a doubt, one of the
hest track producing schools on the
west coast, and around the nation.
Basketball, too, has had its rewards in getting the personnel
required for strong teams, but

again, basketball teams compete athlete to have a goal at which to
In a league (West Coast Athletic shoot. It is a great feeling to
play on a championship team, or
Conference).
even play against a champion,"
EASE UP
Dr. Bronzan said.
"Our recruiting program faced
’RIVALRY GREAT’
more problems in previous years,
"Not only does it affect the
but it is starting to ease up,"
SJS Athletic Director Bob Bronzan participant, but also the entire
student body," he explained. ’There
said.
"It is only logical for an athlete is nothing greater than a rivalry
coming out of high school or junior with a school, and a championship
college to look for a school that involved makes the rivalry that
will be the most rewarding. This much better."
S. T. Saffolcl, a Spartan athlete
means possible all -conference sewho has played against top collections and broad publicity."
leges in both a league basketJoining a conference would en- ball - - and independent -- football
able more athletic grant -in-aids to --- stated that he, too, would like
be given to outstanding athletes. to see SJS bes-oine a member of
It not only aids the school but a league.
the students more so.
Whether or not SJS will be conThe performance level of these sidered in any expansion talks in
athletes, as well as the ones who the near future remains to be
aren’t given grant -in -aids, are in- seen, but students, athletes, athcreased when playing in a con- letic and inst ruct is e personnel
ference.
would like to become part of a
"It is a great Incentive to the conference.
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By LINDA LAMANNO

The

control

birth

controversy

still

rages, and will continue to rage, until this
nation’s out-of-date laws are replaeed by
progressive ones.
The idea of artificial birth coutrol is

Opinions Voiced on War, Housing, Population
right requests equal space! The differ,t opinion between Mr. Sweeney and
the "ncnir leftists" has moved from high
minded debate questions to a series of low
Mous. I submit to both sides that you are
e\pie.saw: something much deeper than a
Our great Aunt Britain had
this type of problem
no trouble
-. She fostered the princiwithin your
ple of (tiploina-:. ..wked une pace to the rear
army in the world. "the
with the tough,
King’s Own." Wu)) "divine rights" no moral
issue ever arose.
Our problem in world affairs is that traditionaily We have been innocent. There is
no king as scapegoat or prime minister as
blamepost. We must accept full responsibility
for our deeds fa healthy and more mature
approach,’ So we’ve always wanted to "slay
Yvette and fix the porch." Now we are afillaent enough to hire a carpenter and join the
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EDITOR’S NOTE: The word "beneficent" was
net misspelled in Prof. Settles’ original letter,
but appeared as "beneficient" in yesterday’s
Spartan Daily due to a proofreading error.
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up the aisle with a fistful of $10 bills.

I left for college, only to return a few
years later to a terrible and ugly sight.

Upon emerging front the stadium, I
viewed with interest several cal yell lead-
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hoarded. The big old trees about to die
were surrounded by the smaller ones, ready
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would score.
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even

had saved money on gunpowder. I thought.
The owners of the driseway in which
we parked seemed quite chipper, despite

to engulf the old ones’ territory’.
I felt like blaming something for this

the humiliating defeat of their team.
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tragedy. It ’wasn’t the trees’ fault because
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"You showed us no mercy," they said.
"WE showed no mercy?" I thought, but

grose was overcrowded.
As

judging from the number of ears

forgot

the

grove.

notice it again. A miraculous change had
taken place. There was just enough room

instead said. "More than you could hear,
huh:- at whitli they guffassed heartily.
Give Inc Spartan Stadium for a fret- date
any time.

for eaeh tree, and again the whole grove

What

had

caused this change?

This

question I pondered long and often until
one day I discovered the answer. I gazed
my porthole in wonder as the owner

OW

of the hell! appeared with a huge machine
and began pr .... ing the trees. This was my
answer!
By cutting limbs, the owner cut down
the number of seeds and, thus, the
her
of offspring. This gave each tree a chance
III survive--the soil could support them all.
The speaker concholed her story, but
the message was there. Flow wonderful to
this artificial method of man restore
the prosperil of an entire grove.
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SJS in Retrospect
FIVE YEARS AGO: Nancy Foster, an SJS
coed, was credited with spotting a fire that
burned through the roof of a Fourth Street
apartment house. Students with garden hoses
were fighting the blaze when firemen arrived.
There were no injuries.
TEN YEARS AGO: Dr. E. S. Evenden, Professor Emeritus of Education at Columbia
University, stopped off at SJS on his way to
Les: Angeles, to visit an old student, Dr.
John T. Wahlquist, SJS President.
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO: Construction began
on the $50,000 Memorial Chapel facing the
Men’s Gymnasium. The building was completed in spring of lit’S2.
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Ever since I was a small girl the trees
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was beautiful.
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approached the -fathom another
placard appeared at a drive-
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Editor:
With the growing population pressures
being, more or less, a direct cause of the
poverty existing in many regions, of many
of our education ills, of our racial disturbances, of our housing shortages, of the growing carnage on the highways, of air pollution,
of water famines .yes, and of the war in
Viet Nam - I wonder if the students who
picked the "single most important social problem in the United States" (YRs Sponsor
Opinion Poll, Spartan Daily, Oct. 7) didn’t
show a deplorable lack of perspicacity when
they ignored the most pervasive problem
facing the world today
the problem of what
to do about the millions of unneeded, unwanted
()lisping in a world of cybeinetics and automation.
Claude N. Settles
Professor Emeriti:. of sociology

drive-to -the -ocean -cars.
a

half

window would be as impossible as to count
the joys reveived is huh- gazing beyond the
months I must repane. For at least
main here, alone. But there is one thing

Editor:
I have duly read and noted Mr. Settles’
letter and feel compelled to reply. My authority fur doing so is as follows. I am a
married student. I own my home and pay
my sales, income and property tax as required by law. I am a registered (and voting)
voter, and my state and its "beneficient"
government derives both its authority and its
wcalth from me and my fellows.
All.. Settles states, basically, that the married students utilizing the housing facilities
Tam uled for them by their "beneficient"
go),rnment. (with my money) are greedy
I s who should have their unearned good
t. ken from them and redistributed,
fit tutu
unearn, .11y. among the "jobless, the untttsdned
and ir.aiir,hles and the disabled" because
these ;ire more worthy. If this be the case
land I do not believe that it is). then I would

we know that you voung fidks need Otiose all important date cars

(only

lot

way entrance. As we c:

’Lack of Perspicacity’
Noted in ()pinion Poll

Because we rent to minors.
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not new and brings to mind it story I once
IleanI. It was told as follows:
To count the hours I’ve spent at this

Only recently through my window did I
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or
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cardboard

Student Tells Opponent
!lousing Is Investment

UNDER 21?

\\ 13%?

propose also that the money spent by the
State on the subsidizing of a portion of the
eating and housing costs of unmarried students be likewise redistributed and, in addition, the salaries of certain professors emeriti.
But as I have said, I do not believe Mr.
Settles’ conclusion to be valid. I prefer to
believe that Mr. Settles’ remarks were made
in haste and that given time to reflect for
getting that he is professor emeritus and
remembering that he is a sociologist), he
would realize that our present investment in
education might help to prevent the future
joblessness and untrained incapability of some
of our citizens, is bile investment in maintenance facilities buys only grass clippings.
E. L. Bice
A3287

Peter Steele Bixby
A8141
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spa -iii at the wheel

parking indeed!

5hat; At/ She Wrote

Thrust and Parry
International Poker Club. Well, you can bluff
in poker until you’re called, then you "either
have it or you don’t." It’s a put-up or shut-up
game.
We happen to hold the cards, gentlemen,
like it or not, and you rarely see a winner
apologize. If a man puts his IOU in the pot
in a no-limit game, he’d better have the
scratch to make it good. Your debate is
whether we should consider the effect of
that obligation on humanity (the leftist argument, or the United States and its friends.
0 II opinion is that so long as the game
broke,: players who win and players who
lo.-a), I’ll go along with the winner and accept
those responsibilities - but hoping and working toward the elimination of the game altogether. I personally can’t afford no-limit
poker and I don’t think humanity can either.
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Two nor Proposition Four meets all the needs of
state public educatiim. The public must
be prepared to do much more.
Failure to accept responsibility at
this time can only lead to a deterioration of piddle education. California
cannot continue to lead the nation if it
allows its schools to fall behind the
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with too-hour par.lsitig meters 111111 sign,
bearing the legend, "No parking linithall
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population explosion makes it impera-
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the logical philosophy of sprtading

Ah, but it was not to he so!
It seems Cal is a rirt%kiilouir -timid like
SJS and is hemmed in by ...Its on on/.
side and mountains on the other. I %s
confronted with ,treets lined alternately

of local school
and library bond issue, from a two third, majority to 60 per cent.
needs
ith California (’1.1 I’)
soaring at the rate of 150 per day. it is
harmful to the future of the state to
retain its arehaic demands for sell 1
bond passage.
State controls 1)11 local indebtedness
requirement for passage
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$2.50 & $2

STUDENTS $1

Interviewing October 14
for

Locations throughout the United States.
For information contact your Placement
Office
--AN I-QUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

to

the readers and admirers of
The Fountainhead

Atlas Shrugged &

Nathaniel Brandan’
recorded lectures on
Objectivism
the

philosophy

of

AYN
RAND
and its application to psychology

Admission opening nightS2.’28
Student admission $1.75
Nathaniel Brendan Institute, Inc.
For
NE

Local

brochure,
e;hcorlvPildtcatnoc

Begins Fri., Oct. 14. 11 p.m.
DE ANZA HOTEL
Clrea S. San Jerre
233 W. S.,
Zelda Hackett
2492 Karen Dr. #2
Santa Clara, Calif.
Phone: 296.3710 (Eves. Si Winds.)
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Scholarship Speaker To Discuss
Applications ’Mexican -American’
Available Now

Dr. Ernesto Galarza. consultant
for the Ford Foundation on Mexican-American Affairs in the SouthSJS students are eligible for west, will speak t(xlay in Morris
scholarships sponsored by the Har- Dailey Auditorium at 3:30 p.m.
vard University Graduate School The program is being sponsored
by the Student Initiative,
of Arts and Sciences and for opportunity
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fellowships

offered

by

the John Hay Whitney Foundation,
according to William M. Fox, financial aids counselor.
More than 600 scholarships and
non-teaching fellowships are available to students in the Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences.
All applications for admission
and for scholarship are available
directly from Harvard University
and should be filed at the Graduate School of Art and Sciences
(Harvard University), before 5 p.m.,
Thursday, Dec. 1, 1966. Awards
will be announced on March 21,
1967.
Maximum awards of $3,000 each
are given by the John Hay Whitney Foundation. Application forms
are available directly from the
Foundation and should be on file
not later than Wednesday. Nov. 30.
Details of the Opportunity Fellowships are obtainable from John
Hay Whitney Foundation, 111 West
50th St, New York, N.Y. 10020.
Students studying under any of
the Divisions, Departments or
Committees offering instruction
pertinent to the areas covered by
the Fellowships are eligible to
compete.
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DR. E. GALARZA
... Mexican-American speaker

By NEIL GILBEIDE
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)

AFL-

nounced plans today to bring the

of organized
labor to bear against the giant
General Electric Co. in the event
of a strike which appears almost
weight of the bulk

dd.
PK-

certain.

no-

Meany scheduled a meeting Friday of a special AFL-CIO cotnmit,
tee made up of the chiefs of 11
unions negotiating for some 125,000 GE workers.
"The committee will map plans
for the all-out support of the AFLCIO and all its unions in the
event that General Electric forces
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$399

ins. tax
Round Trip

From San Jose
to London:

ved.

Union Interviews

June 13

Interviews for ten posts on the
College Union Program Board subcommittee on Social Affairs will be
held Thursday afternoon between
1:30 and 4:30 p.m. in the College
Union,
The Social Affairs sub-committee will help with the upcoming
Coronation Ball, plan for the

From Paris
to San Jose:

Sept. 10
Call
Prof. David Mage
at SJS, Ext. 2562
at Home, 264-9275

Spring Registration Dance and the
Spring Formal. .

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.. owner

Professional Pharmacists
SJS
hat
reet
MC’S

Si

Dr. Galarza will discuss. "Is
There a Mexican-American Movement?"
His topic will include various
By CHARMAIN TYLER
facets of the Mexican-American
Spartan Rally Staff Writer
life and the influence of the War
If you’re one of those "everyon Poverty on it.
day regulars" at the library, you
He will also speak on the role have probably noticed that your
the unions, big agriculture, the regular seat was occupied by
Agricultural
Workers strangers several times last week.
National
During the first week of school,
Union and the bracer.
Dr. Galeria has had experience only a few students wander in.
In community develoment and has They’re either one of the "reguset ved as Program Development lars" or else they’re new at SJS
Analyst for the Youth Opportuni- and interested in becoming acties Board in Los Angeles. As quainted with the library.
The second week of school, stuconsultant for the Ford Foundation, he is currently traveling dents start realizing theytre in
school,
and they become aware of
throughout the Southwest analyzing the status of the Mexican- the fact that they actually have
homework in some of their classes.
American community.
Actively involved in almost every A few more students may stroll
aspect of the Mexican-American into the library to find a friend,
community, Dr. Galarza is the to look at some magazines, or
author of "Merchants of Labor," maybe open a notebook to use as
an analysis of farm labor in the a pillow so they can rest up for
a party later.
United States.
By the time the third week of
Dr. Galarza Is a graduate of Occidental College and has received school rolls around, students start
advanced degrees from Stanford wondering what their professors
meant about that midterm, paper
and Columbia Universities,
or special reading assignment from
a book on reserve.
Suddenly, there are mad rushes
to the library by late-starting students. The reading rooms fill up,
books are checked out by the
shelf full, and more questions are
asked than in any other building
on campus. . . . School is back in
full swing.
its workers to strike at 12:01 a.m.,
Oct. 17," Meany said.
The AFL-CIO comprises 129 labor unions with a total of about
13.5 million members.
Efforts of a special White House
mediation panel to head off the
threatened strike continued with
little hope of success.
Annual Federal Career Day, an
The AFL-CIO committee, which
is advising the 11 unions in the all-campus event at which students
stalemated talks, said it will con- are welcomed to inquire about Job
tinue to cooperate with the three opportunities with the Federal
Cabinet members appointed by Government, will be held WednesPresident Johnson to try to reach day. Oct. 19, in the Library patio
area from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
a settlement.
Sponsored jointly by the U.S.
The huge GE complex of sonic
Civil Service Commission and the
160 plants around the nation manSan Jose Placement Center, repufactures a broad range of prodresentatives from 35 federal agenucts from light bulbs to jet encies will provide information on

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE
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With Men

Federal Agencies
To Visit Campus
For Career Day

gines for war planes used in Viet
Nant. Its sales last year exceeded
$6 billion.
Johnson is reported ready to invoke the Taft-Hartley Act to delay any strike for 80 days.
The AFL-CIO committee also in-

SPARTAN

SJS Library
New AFROTC Head
Just for Fun?
It’s Early Yet Major Leads Air

AFL-CIO To Support
Striking G.E. Workers
CIO President George Meany an-

11111

Thursday October 15, 1966

federal employment in ten major
fields. Accounting, business, law
enforcement, engineering, life
science, natural science, physical
science, social science, teaching and
overseas employment will be the
career areas in demand.
On an informal, "drop-in" basis,
students are invited to participate,
according to Mrs. Mary Shaaf, director of the Placement Center.
No appointments will be necessary.
Students may learn about specific
careers, personalized training, advance study opportunities, model

cludes many of the unions bargaining with Westinghouse Electric
Corp., the nation’s second biggest
manufacturer of electrical produtcs. Some 40,000 Westinghouse
workers are scheduled to start
going on strike at 12:01 a.m.
Saturday if a new contract is
not negotiated by then.
benefits program, summer work
Federal activity, however, fo- programs and management internships.
cused on the GE dispute.

Interviews Today To Fill
ASB Committee Positions

a

Major George M. Browning is

new professor of aerospace studies at SJS. He has taken conunand
of the Air Force ROTC contingent
replacing Lt. Col. Vernon L. Head,
who is now at Texas A&M, in
charge of a program with 3.000
cadets.
Currently at SJS 95 students
are enrolled in two different programs. The newest of these programs is the two-year AFROTC
course, currently accepting applications for enrollment.
Major Browning comes to SJS
from Stanford, where he was assistant professor of aerospace studies. The major has a B.S. in business administration from UCLA
and has been in the Air Force
since he graduated from the college ROTC program in 1952.
Here, as head of the AFROTC

Cychng Group
MeetsMonday
The SJS Cycling Association will
meet Monday, Oct. 17, at 8 p.m.
In IA115, according to Dr. James
Casey, professor of industrial arts
and member of the club.

Cadets

required to complete a four-week
summer field training course.
To be eligible for the AFROTC
two-year program, Maj. Browning said, a man must have two
years of college left.

After filing an application, students will take the Air Force Officer Qualifying ’rest, a physical
examination and be rated by a
review hoard composed of college.
and AFROTC personnel.
Successful applicants will ivDuring the two-year program a ceive a $40 per month allowance,
student studies aerospace opera- uniforms and books used in the
tions, use of air power, leadership, AFROTC programs.
management, problem solving, hu..41.000.04000Wocr
man relations and communications.
Dr. John Gilbaugh’s
Students on the four-year program
book
additionally pursue the General
"A Plea for Sanity
Military Course, according to Major Browning.
in the Public Schools
Qualified cadets can receive up
and I .niversities."
to 3612 hours of flight instrucis on sale st
Spartan Bookstore
Bon and many qualify for the
"right on campus"
Federal Aviation Authority private
pilots license.
Roberts Bookstore
330 S. 10th
Cadets entering the two-year
Powell’s Bookstore
program must attend a six-week
80 S. 1st
field training course. Cadets in
exmoost SI tootacrt=A40000
the four-year program are only

COMPUTER DATING
IS WINK!

Dues are 50 cents a semester,
he said, and membership is open
to all students.
The club will discuss affiliating
with the American Youth Hostels.
There are hostels in Los Altos,
San Francisco and the Santa Cruz
mountains.
"We should like to promote hostels as much as possible," Dr.
Casey said.

nobody can take a computer, search all possibilities, and
find me great dates . . . except PAIR. They say "MONEY
BACK" if you’re not satisfied! You can’t lose a thing . . .
but sitting home! noted you like to snuggle up to a great
’BUNK’ next date? Don’t miss the first PAIRing this term
send this ad today to PAIR.

Slowup Hazardous

PAIR

The California Highway patrol
is reminding motorists that California law states that anyone driving on the highway at a speed
less than the normal flow of traffic must drive in the right-hand
lane.
"Slow drivers must remember
that if they do not move with the
flow of traffic they create a driving hazard," warned Bradford M.
Crittenden, Highway Patrol Commissioner.
The Highway Patrol has increased its arrests for violations
of this law by 82 per cent this
year, according to Crittenden.

P.O. Box 2337, Palos N’erdes Penin., Cal. 90274

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

3 QUESTIONS
TO ASK WHEN YOU
BUY INSURANCE
I. Will you share in the
profits of the company?
Will you have immediate
cash values?

2.

3. Will you have professional
services available to assist
in your over-all financial
objectives/
Mutual Benefit

policy

owners can say yes.

fetekV91

MUTUAL
BENEFIT LIFE

For information contact Bill
Kirsch or Terry &eft at the
San Jose Branch.

715 North First Street
Suite 35

In San Jose Phone 297-2738. On the Peninsula Phone 968-6816

"The Drivein
with The RAINBOW COLORS"

Interviews will be held today at channels of cultural interchange

2:30 pm, in the College Union for between American and internationposts on the Intercultural Steering al students, and helping to provide
Committee and one membership for easier social and cultural
on the Student Financial Aids adjustment of the foreign students
The Student Financial Aids
Bo.
The Intercultural Steering Com- Board is a student-faculty committee is responsible for the co- mittee which recommends policy
ordination of various cultural and to the Academic Council regarding
educational activities of related allocation of scholarships and other
creating financial aids to SJS students.
organizations,
campus

program, Maj. Browning is responsible for administration, relations
with the college, and teaching the
senior class.
Major Browning said the chief
goal of the program is to train
career officers for the Air Force.
To accomplish this goal the major
said. "The program places great
emphasis on maximum student
participation. The classes are student oriented and the majority are
student led."

DAILT-.41
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Open 10 AM.-Midnight
Sat. and Sun. until 2 A.M.
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Our expert personal instruction
can guide you in developing a
well-rounded, handsome physique.
Come in and see our modern equipment

and complete

The
ALL AMERICAN

weight-room

TAOTheat
And Women!

facilities

include

a

>4... Students:

HAMBURGER

X.

FRENCH FRIES and SHAKE

room,

locker service and steam bath,

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB
9th & Santa Clara
295-9910
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"IT’S NIFTY AND THRIFTY"

Trim down the easy and comfortable way to not only look slim and
graceful but feel peppy

0

Why are Sally and Freddie so Happy?
You would be too, if you just sold your ’59 Edsel with a Spartan
Daily Classified Ad. Maybe you can sell a lemon too . . . so
come on in to J206 any Monday through Friday 9:30 a.m. to
4 p.m. and pleat your ad.

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

part y

645 59!

prices.

Offer ends
On. to, 190

RENCH

4--spitaT%Nr DAILY

Oakland Symphony
To Appear at SJS

Thomlay fletoher 1t. IVA

Faculty Book Talk Speaker Explores
Economic Ideas on Population Growth
By JOE DEVLIN
spartan Daily Staff Writer
Despite "population explosi.rn"
fears, the rate of population increase is on the decline in the
United States and in other industrially developed countries of
the world, Dr. Marvin Lee. associate professor of economics said
al the Faculty Book Talk yesterday.
The book discusstai was -Popu1:c:ica Theories ina the Econoint: Iota: pretation,- by Sydney
C.:Jatz.
The area of population analysls is an open field and has had
a history of wide and unsuccessful interpretations, stated Lee.
Coontz’s economic theory has
proven valid. he said. "The main

CIGS

15c

Kleenex

ECONOMIC

15c
Sc

3 Hershey Bars

10c

2 Toilet Tissue
Paper Towels

10c

Crest lg. size

29c

and
CAI!!
DISCOUNT
ON
MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
of 82

Puritan Oil Co.
4th to William
10th to Taylor

LEFT TO OTHERS
The field was left to sociologists and a cataloging of population figures which did not
stand up "cross culturally," said
Lee.
Gathering data, he said, is insufficient analysis. Coontz felt
predictive statements were essential to a population theory,
and his problem was to "resurrect- the only predictive interpretation, that of the economist.
There has been an increase in
well trained labor in the industrial countries, leading to a closing of the gap in high and low
paying jobs.
Along with this, the fluctations of economy from depression and recession have caused in
recent years a pronounced drop
in population rate figures. The
emphasis in America and other
industrial nations, has been
towards "quality rather than
quantity" in building a family,
adding to the drop in population
rates today, predicted by Coontz
in 1957, he said.

FACTOR

Acceptance of a theory which
has a variable factor like economics as its interpretative viewpoint, has ni?t with hostility
from its first early theories, he
added.
The speaker noted that the
eronornic factor was a "preponderant factor" and this accounted for its significance, in
its effect on all other variables
of society. It has only been in
the key area of birth rates that
the economic idea of change has
met With great host ility, he
added.
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SPECIAL

Famous
Hofbrau Band
Fri. & Sat.

Served Daily:
430-8 p.m.
Sunday:
I I a.m.-8 p.m.

arden

6th & Keyes
13th & Julian

830-1,30 p.m.

City A/1.

51 S. Market
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MISS JAN WILLIAMSON. SJS sophomore musk major who
played the lead in last semester’s campus presentation of
"Madame Butterfly" will appear in a "Night of Song" vocal
recital at the San Jose Church of Religious Science at 8 p.m.
tomorrow.

Benefit Program

Coed To Give Recital
Williamson,

Jan

SJS

sophomore music major, will appear in a "Night of Song’ vocal
recital at the San Jose Chuch
of Religious Science, 945 Willow
St., at 8 p.m. tomorrow.
Miss Williamson, who was the
Music Department’s choice for
the lead in last semester’s presentation of "Madam Butterfly,"
will perform music by Verdi,
Wolz and Faure, during the classical portion of the program.
Donations of $1 are requested
for the public benefit recital.
Reservations may be made by
calling 243-6372 or 294-4506.
Miss Margaret Brownlcy, staff
accompanist at SJS, will provide
piano accompaniment for the
classics, "Ritorna Vinicitor," the
aria from "Aida," "Gesange
Weylas." "Mausfallen Spruchlein," "Le Prison," "Les Berceaux," and "Apries tin Reve."
Phil Broughman, SJS sophomore drama major and pianist,
will play the program’s pop portion. He has appeared at Melodyland at Berkeley, and at the

KSJS Log
KSJS-FM, 90.7 roc, tomorrow
5:00-5:40 p.m.
5:40-5:45 p.m.
5:45-5:55 p.m.
Barney
5:55-6:00 p.m.
6:00-6:55 p.m.
6:55-7:00 p.m.
7:00-7:15 p.m.
7:15-7:30 p.m.
7:30-8:00 p.m.

Study Music
Lockheed Digest
Sports with Hal

Newsline
Dinner Jazz
Spartan Spectrum
Show Biz
European Review
Standard School
Broadcast
8:00-8:05 p.m. Spartan Sportsline
8:05-8:55 p.m. Live Jazz with
John Bostic
8:55-9:00 p.m. Spartan Focus

Hyatt Music Theatre in Burlingame.
Miss Williamson began her
musical career early in life, having by the age of nine, "given
up the violin for mankind’s
sake."
She will sing Leonard Bern stein’s "I Hate Music," a cycle
of five songs, as well as popular
tunes from "Sound of Music,"
"My Fair Lady," "On a Clear
Day," "Meet Me in St. Louis,"
"Drat, the Cat." and "Roar of
the Grease Paint, Smell of the
Crowd," and "Why Must the
Winter Come So Soon."

Catholic Women
Outline Activities
The Catholic Graduate Club
of the Peninsula, which meets
at Stanford Newman Center,
will feature several fun events
this month for local graduate
students.
Sunday the group will meet
at Alum Rock Stables in San
Jose at 1:30 p.m.
Monday a volleyball and basketball game will be held at
Terman Junior High on Arastradero Road in Palo Alto. The
game will begin at 7 p.m., followed by refreshments.
Also beginning Monday will
be tennis matches. Anyone wishing to participate in the matches
should contact Bill Ereneta at
328-1711 or Joe Albert at
961-5190.

EXTENSIVE REPERTOIRE
In addition to an extensive
orchestral repertoire which includes numerous 20th century

3

7.50

Monday thru Friday

Monday thru Friday

$1.25

$1
Sat.. Sun. & Holidays
after 12 noon

Sat., Sun, 8, Holidays
after 12 noon

$1.25

I
2050 S. White Rd. 258-3361
(off Story Rd east)

Top quality steel construction
Assembled and serviced
G
teed
Pau 12:3

1435 The Alameda,
293-9766
Open Tues.-Set. 8:30
Thurs. until 9
Closed Sun. &

_

San Jose

$1.25

_

1

OFFICE MACHINES

a.m.-6 p.m.
p.m.
Mon.

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765
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Playboy loves "The Wrong
Box" Oct. ’66 issue
.

3rd
BIG
WEEK

John Mills Michael Caine
Nannette Newman Tony Hancock
and PETER SELLERS as Dr. Pratt

rWRONG
THE
BOX
Terence Stamp
Samantha Eggar in ’The

Collector’

This is
2nd
SMASH
WEEK

MORGAN!

Call him what you like
"A KOOK!"..."A NUT?’
...."AN ODD BALL!"
WI 5earantee you’ll talk
and talk and talk

I Sistine triennia.

CINEMA

BURBANK

552 AL triemin - 25-7236

HEY!
’Morgan’ at

the

552 S. Bascom

It’s a Howl!!

Banquet Room

G-ROMI I INTS
13.AD/IS

for Student Parties
(seating capacity 200)

STUDIO

1-1MAD

San Antonio Center, Mountain View Shop Monday Thursday until 9:30 pm.
Shop Monday through Friday until 9.30 p.m., Saturday until 5:10 pm.
Valley Fair Center
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EXCLUSIVE

CINEMA BURBANK

Monday thru Friday

Late model standard
New portables
Rental -purchase
Free delivery
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CycleJ

Don’t miss

PLEASANT HILLS
GOLF COURSE
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GOLF COURSE
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ExCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

FACULTY AND STUDENT RATES
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(student rates)
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THUNDERBIRD
GOLF COURSE

259-3355
221 S. Kind- Rd.
(only I mile east of crnpus)

RENT

SPEED

BICYCLES

Hunger pains
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Others have tried, but they just couldn’t make it!
Nobody has
been able to achieve the perfection of Tromblee.
Nobody
tailors a shirt of top quality Oxford with such care and
insistence on traditional details. Flap, button-down pocket
and just
the right flared button-down collar.

Art show-sale of paintings,
ceramics, wall hangings, rugs
and jewelry by SJS students will
be held through Friday at Hart’s
department store, Market and
Santa Clara Streets.
The display is located on the
upper level of the third floor.
Director of the project is art
major Judy Gilmore. Faculty
sponsor is Mrs. Evelyn Carson,
assistant professor of art.
Participants include Bobble
Beek, Peper Burke, Judy Bowman, Leslie Ditson, Micky Faber,
Rick Guido, Miss Gilmore, Anne
Greenberg, Lani Halderman, Toni
Hird, Ronald Jue, Ann Koster
and Paul Malchnik.
Other participants are Crista
Matthies, Carolyn Muni, Eleanor Oberzil, Shirley Philip, Stan
Rudgers, Leroy Tacang, Roger
Taguchi, Jean Thrift, Sue Willie
and Terry Wheeler.
Idea of the show and sale was
conceived in an advanced design class last semester. Aim of
the project is to incorporate
SJS art work into community
activity by presenting it in a
store, Mrs. Carson comments.

The Cabrillo Music Festival,
which he founded in 1963, has
already attracted national attention with its extraordinary
programming, introduction of
new works and the performances
of such works as Haydn and
Rameau operas.
In the summer of 1965, Samuel not only conducted but also
staged Poulenc’s dramatic opera
fOr solo soprano, "La Voix Hurnaine." He has also been musical director of the San Francisco Ballet.
The first on the West Coast
to introduce music of the truly
avant-garde, Samuel was awarded a sizeable grant by the
Rockefeller Foundation for a
special 1966 festival of world
premiers.

Advert, semen’
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NOBODY CAN MATCH EAGLE’S
ORIGINAL TROMBLEE SHIRT

Students Present
Art Sale at Hart’s

NATIONAL ATTENTION

Miss

STUDENT’S DINNER
Choose from
Roast Beef, Chicken,
Sauerbraten or
Various Entrees

works, Samuel has conducted
many operas.
Among those are Monteverdi’s
"L’Orfeo;" John Blow’s -Venus
and Adonis:" Purcell’s "The
Fairy Queen:" Rambeau’s "Hippolyte et Miele:" Haydn’s "Orpheus and Eurydice;" Mozart’s
"Don Giovanni:" and Kurt
Weill’s "Down in the Valley."

The Oakland Symphony orchestra will perform Beethoven’s "Erocia" Symphony No. 3
and Berlioz’ "Symphony Fantastique" at 8:15 p.m. tomorrow
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Admission is free to SJS students and faculty, and tickets
’nay be picked up at the Student Affairs Business Office between 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
The program, first in S.1Sii
Invitation to the Arts Series.
sponsored by the Associated Student Body and by the College
Union Program Board.
Conductor of the 85-piece orchestra is Gerhard Samuel, who
is beginning his seventh year as
musical director.

Originally, the economic interpretations held up. A rise in
wealth during the 19th century
led to a decrease in death anti
an increase in birth. But after
1880, birth rates increased in
contradiction
to
the
direct
wealth theory. Subsequently, economics got out of the business
of population analysis, the speaker commented.

justification for any theory is
that it should sustain prediction."
"In the history of efforts to
tuna. to grips with man in socloy, frequently two points of
view have united in interpreting
the problem,- he said. This is
the case in Coontz’s interpretatam which can be seen in both
the theories of Marx and Keynes.
"Coantz takes two distinct
points of view, unites them, and
says they will each arrive at the
same general position,- the reviewer stated.
First half of the book is "a
polemic" on the other theories
of population in which Coontz
says, "there are no biological or
cultural theories which will
stand up under long or short
range scruitiny," according to
Lee.
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One Passer Will Drop Saturday Night
One and one is two
and that’s! completed 63 of 120 tosses, a .525
how someone has to end up Satur- average. for 10 touchdowns and
1,070 yards. Added with his minus
day night.
22 rushing total, his totals read
Danny Holman, the nation’s 128 plays for 1,048 yards.
No. 1 total offensive leader and
Top passers need top-level repasser, will battle head-on with
ceivers.
the college division’s No. 1 total
For Holman, the man is split
offensive leader. Don Horn, when
end Steve Cox. With 27 catches
the Spartan gridders tackle San
for 300 yards and one touchdown,
Diego State.
the little 5-10 catcher ranks fifth
The Spartan Stadium encounter nationally.
gets under way with an 8 p.m.
SCOGGINS TOPS
kickoff.
Craig Scoggins rates as Horn’s
Holman, Sports Illustrated. Associated Press and Northern Cali- primary target, having pulled in
fotnia Sportswriters Back of the 33 aerials for 457 yards and four
Week, leads in the offensive de- touchdowns.
S. T. Saffold, who caught only
partment after last week’s effort
two passes last weekend, is behind
in the 24-0 win over Cal.
His season totals show 177 total Cox with 18 receptions for 292
plays for 1.022 yards, an average yards and four six-pointers. Haven
of 6.3 an effort. He leads Hank Moses is the second leading Aztec
Washington of West Texas State target with 21 catches for 485
and UCLA’s Gary Beban, who have yards and three touchdowns.
SJS, behind Holman and reserve
totals of 934 and 932 yards, requarter back Russ Munson, leads
spectively.
the nation in total passing offense
GOES TO AIR
with 1,070 yards. Included in the
The Cannel signal -caller has totals are 86 of 138 aerials compicked up the bulk of his yardage pleted, a .623 percentage, for nine
via the air route. Hitting on 80 touchdowns.
of 129 attempts, a .620 percentage,
Average per-game pass total is
he has eight touchdown tosses and 267.5 yards.
984 yards. Billy Stevens, who will
San Diego boasts a steady rushduel Holman next week in El Paso, ing offense, however. With Don
is the second leading tosser.
Shy, Gary Wilson and Ted WashHorn actually has outgained ington carrying for 294, 209 and
Holman in total yardage, but is 181 yards, respectively, this season,
in a separate division.
SJS defenses cannot afford to
The San Diego field-general has stack for the passing game.

Polo Club Aims for Berth
In NCAA Championships
By LEW ARMISTEAD
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Although it’s nearly two months
in the future, SJS water polo
players and fans are already beginning to think of the NCAA
cliarnpionships.
And after playing three of the
top four ranked teams in the
country, there seems to be good
rellson for those premature hopes.
"We are nationally ranked and
have to be considered in any
national championship," explained
polo prof. Lee Walton. "I am
very confident that we can beat
ariy given team on a given day."
Only seven games into their sixteen game schedule, the Spartans
have already distinguished themselves as a strong contender for
any honor.
UCLA PICKED NO. I

we can do better. And we’re willing to make the effort to become
better."
Presently the Spartans are working on defense in hopes of being
able to control their opponents’
game intensity.
"We are working on switching
defenses to upset our opponents.
By going from man-to-man to a
zone we should be able to upset
their game."

Henry Camacho and Jim Perruvi shared scoring honors for
the Spartans with two goals each.
Camacho tallied both of his goals
in the first quarter and Perruvi
two in the final half, which saw
the Indians come within one point
twice.
Camacho scored his first goal
for SJS on a perfect pass from
teammate Bob Davis.

NCAA Soccer Finals
Set for Berkeley

Box Offiec Now Iwo

Stadium Gets Soccer Trials
Stadium

will

be

447E44,

A Drama Ih.portment Product’
Runs Oet. 21. 22. fSi
SJSC Students 75r

Gen. Adm. $1.30
Theatre Box Office Open

F

SPECIAL FOR
535 E. Santa Clara St. ONLY

CLIP THIS COUPON

For . . .

The Plough and the Stars
26 Thro :r)
Curtain 8:15 p.m.
College Theatre
Tel. 29-1-6414

I-5 p.m. Drtil

For That Sharp.
Neat Look . . .
Choose a new ’5 art Ilettsen
dress or sport shirt
the

selection

wide

del’4
52 S.

First St.

Mon. 11 Thur., 9:30 a.m.-9 p.m.
Tues., ’ed., Sat.,
9:3(1 a.m.-5 :30 p.m.
Fri., 9:30 a.m.-6 p.m.

annual pre-Christmas

Vint-ilk VOA"

This coupon, and S1.79 is our SAN JOSE STATE

14
14:7

THE AWFUL -AWFUL

DIAMOND
SALE

IS HAVING

SAVE 20% on finest diamond jewelry

SPECIAL for complete chicken .orprawn dinner
(regularly $2.35)

and Thurs., Fri., Sat., or Sun.

in October, 1966. Soup, salad, vegetable, bever-

)-

age, choice of entree and dessert.
ittr

HOW in progress

A BEER PARTY
EVERY THURSDAY, 4 p.m. -1 a.m.
10c a mug
DANCING 9 p.m. -I a.m.
No Cover or Minimum

Here’s a sale you can trust. No special purchases. No marked up prices.
Just take 20% off the regular prices
on our regular stock! Act now! Sale
for 10 days only.

COME AS YOU ARE!
Ladies Over

NO MONEY DOWNTERMS

18 Welcome

TO SUIT YOU

()pen Daily II a.m.

Awful - Awful Saloon
and

12860 S. 1st

91 South First Street
307 Town & Country Village

Pizza Emporium

ewet et5

Open Mon., Thars., Fri. until 9:30 p.m.

227-8390

How to break
the news
gently.
grown a beard

*

you’ve

*

you’re engaged

*

you’ve been drafted

*

you’ve spent next

month’s allowance

Fly home on PSA
for only

$11.43(ittell

and San Jose State College.
’ems

PSA spoils you for any other airline.
727 Fan Jets: Los Angeles/Burbank 13.50
San Diego 19.85
Super Electra Jets: Los Angeles 11.43
San Diego 17.78
All fares plus tax
San Francisco/761-0818
Oakland/835-2555
Los Angeles/776-0125 Hollywood-Burbank/787-4750.
246-8437 San Diego/298-4611 or your travel agent.

iA

PACYllr ,‘;OtlitIWFS I AIR( IN?

MI6

San Jose has the largest enrollment of the California State Colleges. Some years ago S.J.S.
occupied only half as much land as it does now.
Consistent construction on campus grounds is a
sign of State’s continuing expansion.

The Master Plan provides for even more growth
for S.J.S. in the near future. What is the story
on the "Spartan Chapel," the College Union or
the co-ed dorms? Will academic growth accompany physical growth?

Find these stories and more tomorrow in the
./
Parents’ Day Edition

from
aail-

able at Berg’s.

the coach from New York City, will
scene of the 1966 U.S. Olympic help select from the trials the
athletes to attend the finals,
Western Regional Soccer Trials
scheduled for December in St.
Nov. 12, according to U.S. soccer Louis, Mo.
officials.
Henni is a former Hungarian
The trials will feature a game professional player and regarded as
between the West’s top collegiate a leading authority on soccer.
SJS head coach Julie Menendez,
players and a team selected from
WINNING GOAL
various amateur leagues that play who also serves on the U.S. OlymThe eventual winning goal was
under the jurisdiction of the U.S. pic Soccer Committee as a NCAA
representative will direct the scored by the Spartans’ Perruvi
Soccer Football Association.
in the fourth period. Davis passed
Geza Henni, U.S. Olympic soccer clinic.
to PeITLIVI and picked up his secSpartan

tor tfic infraction during the game.
Mani Gonzalez was also credited
with an assist when he fed a pass
to Perruvi for the Spartans’ third
goal.
SJS’ junior varsity also wen.
downing the Papooses 2-1 behind
the scoring of highly-touted Bob
Boogriard who tallied both points.
It was their third straight win.
The win gives the Spartans a
three win, no loss. record in league
might wins for
action and five
with :k
the season.
2-0 mark

Sean

A heads -up play by Steve Locci
in the second period kept the
Indians from scoring, Spartan
goalie Frank Mangiola left his
position going for a ball too soon
and Indian Jon (’ox capitalized
on Mangiola’s move and promptly
kicked the ball towards the Spartan goal. Locci, seeing that the
net was vacated, moved into position and blocked the shot.
The Spartans took advantage
of the big play and Camacho came
back to score his second goal,
with an assist from Ed Storch.
That, was the final score of the
half with the SJS kickers holding
a 2-0 lead.
SJS opened up a three point
lead in the third quarter on Perrunes first goal. It appeared the
three point margin was enough
for the win; but the Indians, showing hustle and desire, came back
with two quick goals.
Knute Arneson scored the first
marker for Stanford with (’ox
scoring the second.

Hoping to guide the Aztecs of San
SPIRITUAL LEADER
Diego to victory over the SJS footballers will be split end Haven
Moses. A long -threat receiver, he also is a part-time ball carrier
for the upset -mined gridders.

LHilINS SURPRISES;

In those first seven games, SJS
has met the second through fourth
ranked teams in the country, and
yet compiled a 5-2 record.
UCLA was picked for the No. 1
position in pre-season ratings and
is still there after beating USC.
"We have to be within the top
five," said Walton. "That’s one
place higher than last year."
The Spartans’ brightest win
came over Stanford, which was
previously rated No. 2. The only
defeats came to USC. third ranked,
and University of California, fourth
ranked, in sudden death overtime.
The NCAA semi-finals and finals
The Bears were earlier beaten by
are scheduled to be played in
the Olympic Club by four points,
Berkeley’s Memorial Stadium, Dec
while the Spartans dumped. the
1 and 3.
San Francisco team.
Teams from the entire nation
BETTER
CAN DO
will be competing for the most
Nevertheless, Walton still feels coveted title In intercollegiate
that there is room for improve- soccer.
St. Louis University is defending
ment.
"We are doing well, but ’we know champion

,..,1 assist of the game.
Stanford’s Jeff Gray scored the
Ifinal goal for the Indians. on a
controvet sial play.
Mangiola apparently caught the
ball before it crossed the scoring
line, but the referee ruled the ball
did get into the net area and
allowed the score.
SJS dominated play in the first
half, but the spirited Indians capitalized on numerous offside penalties by the Spartans to control
the offense in the second half.
SJS was whistled down 19 times

HEADS lP

Defensively, the biggest surprise
has been goalie Bob Likins, who
was only recently promoted to a
starting position,
"I knew we had three good
goalies (Steve Boyer and Dennis
Lombard are the others), but potentially they could be the best in
the Bay Area," predicted Walton.
All three performed well during
the weekend trip to Southern California earlier in the season but
Likins earned the starting call for
the Stanford game. Since then he
has been outstanding.
"It was almost as if he gained
three years of experience in three
games (last weekend)," said Walton. "He’s 6-5, 190 pounds and
capable of stopping any shot."

SJS Soccer Team Stands Alone
In First Place After Victory
M JIM sTitr.t.’t
Spartan Daily sports Writcr
STANFORD - The SJS soccer
team stands alone on top of the
West Coast Intercollegiate Soccer
Conference title race thanks to a
tense-filled 4-3 win over the Stanford Indians here Wednesday.

’
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Librarian Describes Service
Dr. Stuart &011ie, SJS head librarian, welcomes students to use
the library for enjoyment and entertainment, as well as for studying.
Over 400.000 books are available
to students. The library also subscribes to approximately 25,000
periodicals.
Dr. BaiHie welcomes suggestions
for improvement and he welcomes
students to come and talk with
him. "A student has the right to
expect services from the library."
Dr. Willie assures.
Right now the library is in the
process of re-cataloging the books

under the Library of Congress system. Up until May 1, 1965. the
Dewey Decimal system had been
used.
A total of 8,800 new books have
come in since May and have a
Library of Congress classification.
Also, 2,400 of the books already
in the library have been recatalogued.
A student should be able to locate book titles in the main catalogue. reserve book room, or the
browsing collection. Ile should be
able to find material for a paper
in the main catalogue on the first
floor, in government publications
on the second floor. in periodical

Indexes or in any of the major
reading rooms.
If a student doesn’t know where
to start, Dr. Baillic suggests he
begin by asking a librarian at the
general reference desk .

chology department will speak on
autistic children.
Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship, 9 p.m., F..247. Panel discussion
on "What is the Inter-Varsity?"
La Table Francabie, 12:30 p.m.,
daily in the Cafeteria. French is
spoken at the table.
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., MH922.
Pledges come at 6:30 p.m. for
pledge meeting before regular
meeting.
Raptiat Student Union, 7:30 p.m.,
MH221. Bible study in Luke.

TODAY
Newman Club, 10 p.m., Newman Center, Fifth Street. Cornpline, the official Church night
prayer will be held at. 10 p.m.
Le Cercie Francabse, 7:30 p.m.,
ED213.
Hillel, 7:30 p.m., Newman Center. Dr. Zaslow of the SJS pay-

QUEST FOR TRUTH
A series of frank and open discussions at St. Joseph’s Catholic Church,
corner of Market and San Fernando Streets. Sall Jose State students
are especially invited.

National Society of Interior Designers and American Institute of
Designers, 7:30 p.m., Triton Museum, 99 S. 2nd St., San Jose. All
interior design students and guests
are invited.
II Circolo Italian (Italian Club),
3:30 p.m., Cafeteria A. Refreshments will be served.
Alpha Eta Simms, 5:45 p.m.,
chapel next to Bookstore. Initia
tion banquet, cocktails 7 p.m., dinner 8 p.m.
Christian Science Organization,
7:30 p.m., chapel at South Tenth
and San Carlos. All are welcome.

TIME: 8 pan. EVERY TH1 RSDAY
RCH LIBRARY AT MARKET AND
PLACE: ST. JOSEPH’S
SAN FERNANDO STREETS
Catholic and non-Catholic. whether you have any particular faith or
not. whether you believe in God or not, if you are seeking or merely
curious, you are cordially invited.

ROOT BEER FLOATS FOR TIIOSE WHO CAN’T SWIM
We sell beer and wine for
less serious drinkers.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
RicaMos: 6 Nights a Week

-No-Doz- as ailable for all
symposiums arid lectures.

FEATURING:
A l’enetiatt atmosphere

Bath oils to ease the
scrubbing and freshen
sour smell.

01E--

Prescriptions ice fill
with considerable skill.
If you are ill.
Bring it to Bill.

eiff

1,---9earc7cn.
..4 DINNER.
218 Willow St.
294-4009

College Pharmacy
formerly Armstrong’s
292-5502

Illth &

IntstItute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 1:30 p.m.. E.
lobby. Tour of Stanford Linear Accelerator Center facilities. SLAC
is the latest of high-energy physics
research equipment available to
science today. Sign up in the Engineering Lobby today.

whieh makes Rieardo’s
unique among Dalian restaurants. Dine to pleasant
jazz sounds or lively folk
singing six nights a week.
Experience Ricardo’s arty,
colorful surroundings and
enjoy the finest of Italian
dinners.

College Religious thunell, 2:30
p.m., College Chapel. All college
religious organizations are solicited
to have a representative in attendance. All other interested students are also welcome to attend
this planning meeting.

Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
Starts at 9 p.m.

SATURDAY
Extenders- Agnew Volunteers,
12:30 p.m., in front of the Big Dipper sandwich shop. The classes
will start

Spartan Daily Classifieds
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KING SAXOPHONE. E flat alto with
case. Used very little. $150 or best offer.
294.7862. after 6 p.m.
HEAD STANDARD SKIS, 210, with bindnqs. Good condition. $69.50. 287-0763,
George.
HEAD MASTER SKIS, 250c.m. Good
shape, with or without bindings. Call
286 0555 or 292-3070.
TROMBONE FOR SALE, "Olds Recording. Absolutely perfect, with case and
music stand, etc. $195, will haggle. 3549313. evenings and mornings.

WOOD SKIS AND MOTORSCOOTER.
Make
Both are in excellent con
offer. 292.9876.
GUITARS: Classical 6 string, used professionally. 12 string, great sound. Both
less than cost. Call 294.1399, 9 a.m.-2
tn Must sell fast.
HELP WANTED 14/

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

’Sr"

’65 HCNDA 7 F0

49 DESOTO

$85. Body in
St. Call 294.

:

ART STUDIO above a garage. Half
a block from school. $17.50 per month.
292.9400.
MALE ROOMMATE needed. $45 per
morth. 545 S. 7th IF 13. 286-0945 I to 3
p.m. or after’ 10 p.m.
MALE ROOMMATE wanted. Near-new
apt. Four blocks from SJS. $37 per
month. Call 295-5022. Schnell bitte!

AUTOMOTIVE 12)

PAkIF,1 1P ’Only
best

WANTED: Part-time experienced waiter.
Over 21. Evening work. $1.25 per hour.
Call 968-1040.
ONE DISHWASHER Monday thru Friday. Excellent food. Call Lambda Chi
Alpha, 297-9989. Ask for Rob.

PHONE WORK from pleasant nipcondiHOUSING IS)
to offine for fraternal or.
la
ganization. Salary plus bonus, 298.1262. GIRLS’ UNAPPROVED room & kitchen
privileges. Half block from campus. $37
per month. 63 S. 8th St.

ti

,in1.111A

NEED: Rinky-Tink piano player for week
ends at Frontier Village Amusamen,
Park. Call 225-1500.

STATE HOUSE APTS. Two bedrooms,
two full bathrooms. Top floor. Three or
four people. 5013 S. 11th St. *1.

BIANCHI MOTORSCOOTER. $150.
100 miles
’54 CADILLAC. f,,ur door
. bra1cs

LARGE, CLEAN, QUIET three b/edroorn
apt. $140/8150/$160 for 2, 3 Or 4 people,. 628 S. lath. 298.6319.

sir
",1/

FOUND: Boy’s High School class ring.
Contact Penny Rule, 294.2910 or Cheryl.
354-8826.

’55 STUDEBAKER

LOST: BOY’S GOLD school ring. Santa
Clara, ’66. Left in cafeteria girls’ room
Please call 245.7087.

.
$145 or
’

250 SCRAMBLER. ’ d -edition. M .
7435 orb
, 192-1904 af,
HONDA-305 Super Hawk. Candy arr.
(Jock pipes in
025. Call 287-13
65 EAGB
, white wails, R
sh. Call 286-0555 or 722
AC ACE
’65 YAMAHA ,

.251 41

’66 SUZUKI 150 CC

FOR SALE III
LIKE NEW.
Fro Ind

-1,5 doiJo iol
ss. $30. Please call 297

To plare an ad:
C:111 et
Clesi,ifieci Adv. Office -J206

it1116 AFTEIZ. CLOSING, HOUR5 ANC) ’Oa KNOW VERY’ WELL.
MEN AREN’T’ Auzweo cr.! e-coNc>,

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just till out and clip
this handy order
blank.
Send to Spartan Daily
Cl ASSIIIIDS,
1706, San lose State
College, San lose,
Calif 95114

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time

Send in handy order blank. Enclose
sash or check. Mike check out le
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294.6414. Est. 2468

Qt

SALE!
of
Traditional Trousers

3 lines
4 lines
Slim..
6 lines
Add this---,

amount for
each addi
bona! line

one time Three times Flve times

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

JO

.80

.50

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads.

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
1:1 Announcements (1)
o Automotive (2)
121 For Sale (3)
O Help Wanted (4)
O Housing (5)
D Lost and Fnund (6)
El Personals (7)
El Services (8)
o Transportation (9)
Name

RENT A TV. Call Echo’s, 251-2598. Free
delivery and free service. No contract
needed. $10 per month.
THESIS TYPING. Master’s and term
papers Marianne Temberg. 1924 Harris
Ave., San Jose. 371-0395.
TYPING. ALL KINDS. Term papers,
Master’s Thesis, Experienced. All work
guaranteed. Call 294.1772.
EXPERT TYPING of your thesis, term
paper, manuscript, etc. IBM Electric.
Work guaranteed. JoAnn Vine, 378-8571.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Thesis, term
papers. etc. Phone 258.4335. 35c e page.
TYPING. Will pick up and deliver. Cell
niter 5 p.m. Weekdays. 269.5769.
CHILD -CAKE in my home. Nave two
and one half year old boy. Crib and
yard. Call 371.2449.
TRANSPORTATION 191

(Nen, Pont)

City .

Phone

For

days.

Address
Start ad on
Enclosed is

..)

Limited
Time
Only

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rin3s. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore. 354.1273.

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
annually. Dave Towle, 244-9600.

TRANSPORTATION NEEDED from Camden area, (Branham). 8:30-9 a.m. Coll
269.3934. Ask for Cindy.
RIDE WANTED. Sunnyvale fo SJS for
10 to 4:30 classes Mon. thru Thurs.
Call 1364)19. Lynda.
GIRL NEEDS RIDE from Mountain View
SJS i.0 Tuns. & Thurs. for .910 i in
class. Call 968.2589.

The Mexican-American Community Service Organization will hold
a meeting Friday at 3 p.m. on the
lawn behind the Home Economics
Building for all students interested in working in a tutoring
Project.
Jose Ibarra, the SJS coordinator
for the project, explained that
there were two programs involved.
The tutoring project will involve SJS students and high school
students from William C. Overfeit
High School.
Borth the students and the tutors
work on a voluntary basis. The
students will donate their afternoons to this project on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays from
3:30 to 5 p.m.
Students should be willing to do-

Job Interviews
Applicants may sign up for
job interviews In the Placement
Office in ADM234 the day before
the interview.

nate at least two hours a week to
the program, lbarra said.
The second program is the Big
Brother and Big Sister program.
Under this program, a college student can "adopt" a little sister
or brother from the San Jose area.
"We are trying to win the confidence of the students," Marra
said. "It is a friendship situation
rather than an academic one."
The hours would be flexible, he
said, and would involve no cost
to the student.
More information is available
from Lino Lopez., director of the
Mexican-American Service Organization (259-3940), or from Professor Phillip Jacklin, assistant prolessor of philosophy, at Ext. 2137.

Dorm Schedules
Two Fall Dances
On the uI ivitles list kw the
men of Moulder Hall this semester
are two dances. The "Playboy
Nut," a school -wide dance is set
for Saturday, October 22. The
Moulder Hall formal is slated for
Nov. 12 in San Francisco,
Rod Murray, Moulder Hall president, says that a snow trip and
other inter-dorm activities are on
the tentative calendar.

TODAY
Central Intelligence Agency. Positions as agents for majors in the
physical sciences, earth and life
sciences, mechanical engineering,
electrical engineering, math, foreign language and accounting only.
Secretarial positions for any major
with the ability to type 45 wpm
and take shorthand at 80 wpm by ************************
ir Bide Assured
Be Insured
the time of employment. Required
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE
Call or See:
to be a United States citizen.
4, John Maynard Insurance
TOMORROW
4t 1268 Linroln Aye.
29343085
Central Intelligence Agency. See *4, Saninse
2 93.8086
W.e Finance Your Premium
4x
informa lion above.
***********************
The Dow Chemical Company.
Engineers with a chemical engineering, mechanical engineering,
chemistry, accounting, business administration and liberal arts with
a science background are needed
for engineering production supervision, research, chemistry research
and production, accounting of business administration for accounting
and auditing and liberal arts and
business administration for technical sales. The location is nationwide and applicants must be a
U0q
U.S. citizen.
Wells Fargo Bank. Positions
available for business administration, liberal arts, and masters business administration in the management training program, commercial banking, financial analysis
(MBA only), security analysis, and
a46 50(1114F Krg
portfolio management. Location in
Northern California. Applicants
Just three blocks from campus.
must be U.S. citizens.
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft. This
is for chemical engineering, civil
engineering (structures oriented),
Swim Suits
theoretical and applied mechanics,
electrical engineering, industrial
engineering, math and science, meable. f
chanical engineering, aem engi$12.99 to $26 99
neering, math and (applied) chemA/AV VtgisighlrararesItibu.
istry (inorganic, physics, analytical, physics) majors. This company
"agailaLLIWUMV
offers positions in analytical deStretch
sign, experimental and materials
engineers, produce engineering, inCapris
dustrial engineer, sales engineer,
technological marketing.
Values lo 517.99
MONDAY
T14/31EOFF(31131T/T3TEC3...
Stromberg-Carlson, Data Products Division. For EE, ME math
with program interests, physics
3_,E$3,4394
//SAL . 1L
with electronics interests.
!Ira lid Name
;.1
Sweaters

Complete stock of dress
slacks at ...

50% OFF!
All wool worsteds, flannels, hopsacks, dacron/
wool blend, and many
more tine fabrics.
12.95 ........_ NOW
14.95 ..-.... NOW
16.95 ..- NOW
NOW
18.95
NOW
19.95 ..NOW
22.95
24.95
...... NOW
NOW
27.95
Deron notysster

850
7.50
8.50
9.50
10.00
11.50
12.50
14 00

.. RANK l.PIOIT {ARDS W(ICOMI
[sisal Ivan IV/
1.
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American-British -West German
talks on the future of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization will
begin in Bonn Oct. 20, the West
German government announced today.
Manlio Brosio, general secretary
of NATO, has been invited to the
first meeting. The announcement
said that this was to "make certain that the discussions of the
three powers support current
NATO planning."
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This sale today.
tomorrow, and
Saturday only.
Validated Parking
Bank Charges-Layaway
Open Mon. & Thurs. until 9
286 S. lit St.

AT DESIMONE’S

* Guaranteed products

*
Peugeot 86915 and $79.95. A
sharp 10.speed deriler bike with
21- wheals and 21", 23", 24"
and 251/2" frames. Featuring
Malac canter -pull braes with
daral hubs and handle bar stem.
New Simple, Prestige DIallil0f,

We service what we sell

This Week’s
Spartan Special
req. 39C. ed.
str,sch
Cord Straps

now 25c ea.

Steyr (the makers of Mni, odes Bone
automobiles) 3 -speed lightweight
cycles: Men’s and Ladle’s
. . set up
Adjusted and guaranteed: $38.95 in carton, $41.95 assembled.

125 SOUTH 4th ST.
292-7611

DESIMONE’S

PALO ALTO

CYCLE AND TOY SHOP
Ltabli5hod I 87’,

174 UNIVERSITY AVE.
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Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

NATO Talks Set

PERSONALS 171

SERVICES 181

Daily
9:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.

19

LOST AND FOUND 161
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Friday the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) will tour the world’s
largest "atom smasher" located
at Stanford University, according
to Jim Shea, IEEE president.
All interested students are invited to go on the tour which will
leave from the Engineering Building at 1:30 p.m. and return about.
5:30 p.m.
Because of the limited number
of spaces available Shea asked
those interested to sign up before
Friday in the Engineering Building lobby.
According to Shea, the tour consists of a lecture on how the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
operates and a tour of the equipment which is in continuous operI at ion.

MALE ROOMMATE wanted for nicely ’
furnished, quiet apt. in Campbell. 41/2
miles from school. $60 per month. 532
N. Central Ave. Apt. 8. 378-4570.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share
two bedroom, split.level apt. with three
girls. $40 per month. 292.8009.

54 OLDS

Students To Tour
Atom Smasher’

Community Service Group
AsksStudentTutoringAid

83 S. 2nd St.

/91 5808
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